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ABSTRACT

Context. Studying the evolution of galaxies located within groups may have important implications for our understanding of the global evolution
of the galaxy population as a whole. The fraction of galaxies bound in groups at z ∼ 0 is as high as 60% and therefore any mechanism (among the
many suggested) that could quench star formation when a galaxy enters group environment would be an important driver for galaxy evolution.
Aims. Using the group catalog obtained from zCOSMOS spectroscopic data and the complementary photometric data from the COSMOS survey,
we explore segregation effects occurring in groups of galaxies at intermediate/high redshifts. Our aim is to reveal if, and how significantly, group
environment affects the evolution of infalling galaxies.
Methods. We built two composite groups at intermediate (0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45) and high (0.45 < z ≤ 0.8) redshifts, and we divided the corresponding
composite group galaxies into three samples according to their distance from the group center. The samples roughly correspond to galaxies located
in a group’s inner core, intermediate, and infall region. We explored how galaxy stellar masses and colors – working in narrow bins of stellar
masses – vary as a function of the galaxy distance from the group center.
Results. We found that the most massive galaxies in our sample (log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 10.6) do not display any strong group-centric dependence of
the fractions of red/blue objects. For galaxies of lower masses (9.8 ≤ log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 10.6) there is a radial dependence in the changing mix of
red and blue galaxies. This dependence is most evident in poor groups, whereas richer groups do not display any obvious trend of the blue fraction.
Interestingly, mass segregation shows the opposite behavior: it is visible only in rich groups, while poorer groups have a a constant mix of galaxy
stellar masses as a function of radius.
Conclusions. These findings can be explained in a simple scenario where color- and mass-segregation originate from different physical pro-
cesses. While dynamical friction is the obvious cause for establishing mass segregation, both starvation and galaxy-galaxy collisions are plausible
mechanisms to quench star formation in groups at a faster rate than in the field. In poorer groups the environmental effects are caught in action
superimposed to secular galaxy evolution. Their member galaxies display increasing blue fractions when moving from the group center to more
external regions, presumably reflecting the recent accretion history of these groups.

Key words. cosmology: observations – galaxies: groups: general – galaxies: evolution

1. Introduction

The striking bi-modality of the color-magnitude and of the color-
mass diagrams raises important questions about galaxy forma-
tion and evolution. What are the physical processes responsi-
ble for the sharp partition into blue cloud and red sequence
galaxies? Does the environment play a key role in this pro-
cess by boosting the transition into the red sequence region?
What are the timescales for this transition? There is much ev-
idence of correlations between galaxy properties and their en-
vironment, the oldest and best known being the morphology-
density relation (see Oemler 1974; Dressler 1980, although the
first mention of it dates back to Hubble). In general, blue, star-
forming, disk-dominated galaxies are located preferentially in

� Based on observations made at the European Southern Observatory
(ESO) Very Large Telescope (VLT) under Large Program 175.A-0839.

low-density regions, whereas red, inactive, elliptical galaxies fa-
vor high-density regions.

These two distinct galaxy evolutionary families can originate
either from a priori differences set at galaxy formation epoch,
the so-called nature scenario, or from environmentally driven
processes taking place during the galaxy evolutionary history,
the so-called nurture scenario.

The currently accepted ΛCDM model predicts the hierarchi-
cal growth of structures: as time proceeds, smaller structures
merge to form progressively larger ones. This process implies
that the fraction of galaxies located in groups progressively in-
creases since z ∼ 1.5, up to the Local Universe values, where
most galaxies are found in groups (Huchra & Geller 1982; Eke
et al. 2004; Berlind et al. 2006; Knobel et al. 2009). As a con-
sequence, at least part of the observed decline of the global star-
formation rate (SFR) from z ∼ 1.5 until today (Lilly et al. 1996;
Madau et al. 1998; Hopkins 2004) could be accelerated by envi-
ronmentally driven phenomena.
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In this context group environment plays a dominant role
(Balogh et al. 2004; Wilman et al. 2005; Iovino et al. 2010; Peng
et al. 2010), because only a small fraction of galaxies live in
denser environments, such as cluster cores. There are observa-
tional indications that the color transition from blue to red galax-
ies proceeds faster in a group than in the coeval field population,
an effect that becomes evident at redshifts lower than z ∼ 1 and
for galaxies of masses log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 10.6 (Iovino et al. 2010;
Kovač et al. 2010; Bolzonella et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2010).

However, the physical phenomena responsible for accelerat-
ing the color transition from blue to red galaxies within groups
are yet to be described. While the extreme local densities reached
within cluster cores enable efficient ram pressure stripping of
the galaxy cold gas on timescales of a few Myr (Gunn & Gott
1972; Abadi et al. 1999), within the groups different physi-
cal processes have been proposed. On one hand galaxy-group
interactions like “strangulation”, starvation or halo gas strip-
ping can remove warm and hot gas from a galaxy halo, effi-
ciently cutting off the star formation gas supply (Larson et al.
1980; Cole et al. 2000; Balogh et al. 2000; Kawata & Mulchaey
2008). Alternatively, mergers/collisions and close tidal encoun-
ters among group member galaxies together with galaxy-galaxy
harassment at the typical velocity dispersion of bound groups
may also result in star-formation quenching (Moore et al. 1996).
These physical processes do not require extreme local densities,
and quench star formation in a more gradual and gentle way on
timescales of several Gyr.

Among the observable effects of these processes are segre-
gation phenomena, that is, not only differences between group
– and field galaxy properties, but also radial trends of galaxy
properties (e.g., colors, morphologies...) as a function of dis-
tance from the group/cluster center. These phenomena have al-
ready been extensively studied in galaxy clusters, where e.g., a
strong radial dependence in the SFR is observed (Hashimoto &
Oemler 1999; Balogh et al. 1999; Lewis et al. 2002; Balogh
et al. 2004; Tanaka et al. 2004). The observed quenching of
star-formation activity starts at large cluster-centric distances
and low projected densities, in the so-called infalling regions,
and even at large radii field star-formation values are not yet
reached. This result suggests that galaxy transformation starts
to occur in the infalling filaments, which consist of chains of
groups in which field galaxies are affected by the group environ-
ment which changes their star-forming blue field-like properties
into passive, red cluster-like galaxies. But even if groups seem
to be the key environment to search for the nurture scenario, still
the observational evidence for related segregation phenomena is
quite scarce and holds mainly for the local Universe (Postman &
Geller 1984; Mahdavi et al. 1999; Tran et al. 2001; Carlberg et al.
2001a,b; Girardi et al. 2003; Domínguez et al. 2002; Wilman
et al. 2009; Bai et al. 2010; Ribeiro et al. 2010).

A complication to consider is the strong correlation between
galaxy properties such as colors, morphologies and star forma-
tion, with galaxy stellar mass (Cowie et al. 1996; Gavazzi et al.
1996; Blanton et al. 2003; Kauffmann et al. 2003; Brinchmann
et al. 2004; Baldry et al. 2004) and the additional correlation be-
tween the galaxy stellar mass itself and environment: galaxies
in less dense environment tend to be less massive than those lo-
cated in denser environment (Hogg et al. 2003; Kauffmann et al.
2004; Blanton et al. 2005; Scodeggio et al. 2009; Bolzonella
et al. 2010). Thus any study performed on samples of galaxies
containing a wide range of stellar masses cannot distinguish be-
tween true environmental effects and effects simply induced by
the differing mass distributions of galaxies with environment.
To isolate the true environmental effect, the analysis must be

performed in narrow galaxy stellar mass bins. Much of the ear-
lier work performed at intermediate/high z was based on incom-
plete and/or scarce samples of groups, where often the statistics
was not high enough to perform such an accurate analysis in
small mass bins.

In this paper we will study mass- and color segregation in
groups over wide redshift and galaxy stellar mass ranges using
the spectroscopic data from the recently completed zCOSMOS-
Bright, a large survey reaching out to z ∼ 1 with a fairly high
and uniform sampling rate (Lilly et al. 2007), and its new group
catalog (Knobel et al., in prep.). We will benefit also from the
wide range of photometric data available for the COSMOS sur-
vey (Scoville et al. 2007; Ilbert et al. 2009; Oesch et al. 2010).
Galaxy colors are the easiest parameter to measure among those
that exhibit a distinctive bi-modality, and we selected rest-frame
(U − B) color, bracketing the 4000 Å break, as a good indicator
of the galaxy average star-formation histories over longer time-
scales than emission line indicators such as e.g., [OII].

To shed light on how rapidly and significantly star formation
is suppressed in groups and to overcome the low number statis-
tics for individual systems (typically 7–8 members per group),
we built stacked groups by co-adding spatial information from
group member galaxies. This strategy enabled us to establish a
statistically reliable sample and to reveal trends of galaxy prop-
erties as a function of the group-centric distance and of varying
group richnesses.

The paper is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we describe
the data of our analysis, including the algorithm chosen to add
the group member galaxies with photometric redshift. In Sect. 3
we illustrate the construction of the realistic mock catalogs with
which we tested our algorithms. In Sect. 4 we explain how we
stacked group member galaxies to build a composite group. In
Sects. 5 and 6 we present our analysis and its results, which we
discuss in Sect. 7. Our conclusions are summarized in Sect .8. A
concordance cosmology is adopted throughout our paper, with
h70 = H0/70 km s−1 Mpc−1, Ωm = 0.25 and ΩΛ = 0.75. All
magnitudes are quoted in the AB system throughout.

2. Data

It is widely accepted in the literature that classical galaxy
color/morphology trends in different environments are better in-
vestigated in bins of mass-volume-limited samples (Tasca et al.
2009; Iovino et al. 2010; Cucciati et al. 2010; Kovač et al. 2010;
Xue et al. 2010; Cooper et al. 2010; Grützbauch et al. 2011). This
strategy enables one to break the degeneracy caused by the re-
lationships between galaxy stellar masses and environment and
between galaxy stellar masses and colors/morphologies.

The recently completed zCOSMOS-bright survey with its
high and uniform sampling rate offers unique opportunity to ex-
plore the presence/evolution of these trends over a wide range of
cosmic time.

2.1. COSMOS and zCOSMOS surveys

The COSMOS survey is a large HST-ACS survey, with I-band
exposures down to IAB = 28 on a field of 2 deg2 (Scoville
et al. 2007). The COSMOS field has been the object of extensive
multiwavelength ground- and space-based observations span-
ning the entire spectrum: X-ray, UV, optical/NIR, mid-infrared,
mm/submillimeter and radio, providing fluxes measured over
30 bands (Hasinger et al. 2007; Taniguchi et al. 2007; Capak
et al. 2007; Lilly et al. 2007; Sanders et al. 2007; Bertoldi et al.
2007; Schinnerer et al. 2007; Koekemoer et al. 2007; McCracken
et al. 2010).
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Fig. 1. RA-Dec distribution of the 16623 zCOSMOS-bright galaxies
with secure redshift z ≤ 2 (the so-called 20K sample). The area within
the red box (149.55 ≤ RA ≤ 150.67 and 1.75 ≤ Dec ≤ 2.70) has a
nearly uniform sampling rate of ∼62%.

The zCOSMOS survey was planned to provide the crucial
high-quality redshift information to the COSMOS field (Lilly
et al. 2007). It benefitted of ∼600 h of observations at VLT
using the VIMOS spectrograph and it consists of two parts:
zCOSMOS-bright, and zCOSMOS-deep. The zCOSMOS-deep
targets ∼10 000 galaxies within the central 1 deg2 of the
COSMOS field, selected through color criteria to have 1.4 <∼ z <∼
3.0. The zCOSMOS-bright is purely magnitude-limited and cov-
ers the whole area of 1.7 deg2 of the COSMOS field. It provides
redshifts for ∼20 000 galaxies down to IAB ≤ 22.5 as measured
from the HST-ACS imaging. The success rate in redshift mea-
surements is very high, 95% in the redshift range 0.5 < z < 0.8,
and the velocity accuracy is ∼100 km s−1 (Lilly et al. 2009).
Each observed object has been assigned a flag according to the
reliability of its measured redshift. Classes 3.x, 4.x redshifts,
plus Classes 1.5, 2.4, 2.5, 9.3, and 9.5 are considered a secure
set, with an overall reliability of 99% (see Lilly et al. 2009, for
details).

Our work is based on the the zCOSMOS-bright survey final
release: the so called 20K sample (simply 20K hereafter), total-
ing 16 623 galaxies with z ≤ 2 and secure redshifts according to
the above flag classification (18 206 objects in total, irrespective
of redshift and including stars).

Figure 1 shows the spatial distribution of the 20K galaxies.
The red square corresponds to the region with the highest sam-
pling rate, approximately ∼62% of the parent galaxy catalog. Its
boundaries are 149.55 ≤ RA ≤ 150.67 and 1.75 ≤ Dec ≤ 2.70.
Within this region are 13 619 galaxies with secure redshift and
z ≤ 1 (15 730 objects in total, irrespective of redshift and includ-
ing stars) and their sky distribution is remarkably uniform.

For objects brighter than IAB = 22.5 and without secure
spectroscopic redshift, the wealth of ancillary photometric data
provided by the COSMOS survey provides good quality photo-
metric redshifts (Ilbert et al. 2009). Based on a comparison with
the zCOSMOS spectroscopic redshifts, Ilbert et al. (2009) esti-
mate an accuracy of σzphot = 0.007×(1+zs) for galaxies brighter
than IAB = 22.5. Applying the ZEBRA code (Feldmann et al.
2006) to 30 bands, Oesch (in prep.) obtains a similar accuracy.

In our analysis we used photometric redshift values obtained
by the ZEBRA code.

For all galaxies brighter than IAB = 22.5, absolute rest-frame
magnitudes and stellar masses were obtained using standard
multi-color spectral energy distribution (SED) fitting techniques,
using the secure spectroscopic redshift, if available, or the pho-
tometric one. Rest-frame absolute magnitudes were obtained us-
ing the ZEBRA code (see Feldmann et al. 2006, for the details of
the code), while stellar masses were obtained using the hyperz-
mass code (Pozzetti et al. 2010; Bolzonella et al. 2010). From the
available stellar population synthesis libraries we adopted those
of Bruzual & Charlot (2003), assuming a Chabrier initial mass
function (Chabrier 2003).

2.2. The spectroscopic group catalog

The group catalog used in this paper is a subset of the 20K group
catalog described in Knobel et al. (in prep., see also 2009, for
an earlier version of the catalog). The 20K group catalog con-
sists of 1496 groups with at least two spectroscopic member
galaxies (188 with at least five spectroscopic members). Knobel
et al. (in prep.) uses a “multi-pass procedure” to achieve an
impressive quality in group reconstruction, as tested using re-
alistic mock catalogs. This method, when combined with the
standard friends-of-friends (FOF) algorithm, yields for the re-
sulting group catalog values of completeness (i.e., fraction of
real detected groups) and purity (i.e., fraction of non-spurious
groups) that are extremely good and stable as a function of both
redshift and number of members observed in the reconstructed
groups. Typical values of these two quantities, for groups re-
constructed with five or more spectroscopic observed members,
are around ∼80% at all redshifts and do not decrease substan-
tially for groups with lower number of observed members. The
interloper fraction, i.e., the fraction of field galaxies erroneously
classed as group members, always remains below ∼20% at all
redshifts for groups reconstructed with more than five spectro-
scopic observed members, with only a slight increase for groups
with lower number of observed members. Another point worth
noticing is that the algorithm to detect groups treats each galaxy
as a point in RA-Dec-redshift space, therefore avoiding any in-
terloper/completeness dependence on galaxy properties such as
colors or masses (see Knobel et al., in prep., for more details).

In this paper the analysis is restricted to groups with at least
five spectroscopically observed members that are located within
the high sampling rate box introduced in Fig. 1. From now on
we will call this sample the spectroscopic group sample: it to-
tals 178 groups and 1437 group member galaxies at z ≤ 1. Our
choice enables us to work with groups that have best values for
purity and interloper fraction, and to secure a reliable definition
of group center and radius. These two parameters are crucial to
build the composite group and for our algorithm which retrieves
group members without spectroscopic redshift informationd (see
later Sects. 2.4 and 4).

2.3. The spectroscopic field sample

To define the field galaxy sample, we started by selecting 20K
galaxies located within the high sampling rate box and outside
any of the reconstructed groups of Knobel et al. (in prep.). We
therefore discarded from this sample galaxies located in pairs,
triplets and quadruplets, i.e., members of the groups with fewer
observed members are not considered in our science analysis.
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To perform the fairest comparison between group and field
samples, we took into account the possibility of spurious trend
introduced by residual group contamination or by the differ-
ent redshift ranges covered by the group/field galaxy samples.
Galaxies lying in the closest proximity of groups could be con-
taminated by spectroscopic group members missed by the group-
finding algorithm. In addition, the redshift distribution of the
spectroscopic group catalog is far from being uniform, display-
ing prominent peaks, especially at low redshift where the 20K
field of view limits the cosmic volume explored and we need to
consider the appropriate coeval field population.

To take into account these two factors, we further more re-
stricted the field sample to galaxies located within velocity dis-
tances 2000 ≤ |Δv| ≤ 5000 km s−1 from the spectroscopic group
sample, – therefore following the same redshift ditribution of
group member galaxies – and with radial projected distances
R > 4 × Rfudge from any group of 20K group catalog, Rfudge be-
ing an estimate of the virial radius provided by Knobel et al. (in
prep.) (see Sect. 4.2 for details). From now on we will call this
set of galaxies the field sample, totalling 6556 galaxies at z ≤ 1.

We also introduced a complementary set of field galaxies
that we call near-field galaxies. These are 20K galaxies within
the high sampling rate box that do not belong to any of the re-
constructed groups of Knobel et al. (in prep.), but with veloc-
ity distances |Δv| ≤ 2000 km s−1 and radial projected distances
R ≤ 4×Rfudge from at least one group of the spectroscopic group
sample. The near-field sample so defined totals 1694 galaxies at
z ≤ 1 and contains, by definition, galaxies located in the close
proximity of the spectroscopic group sample. In Sect. 6.3 we will
use this sample to check for possible environmental effects ex-
tending outside group radii, e.g., color differences of near-field
galaxy population with respect to the general field sample.

2.4. Adding photo-zs: the spec+photo-z group catalog

For each group the number of available member galaxies down
to IAB = 22.5 is limited by the incomplete sampling rate of 20K.
To increase this number, we took advantage of the exquisite
quality of the photometric redshifts available in the COSMOS
field, see Sect. 2 to incorporate in our analysis photometric red-
shifts for galaxies brighter than IAB = 22.5 and without reliable
spectroscopic data. A higher number of group member galax-
ies enables one to improve centering and richness estimates for
each group, quantities crucial to properly center and rescale dis-
tinct groups to build a composite one (see e.g., Carlberg et al.
1997).

In Knobel et al. (in prep.) a probability approach was adopted
to retrieve member galaxies brighter than IAB = 22.5 and that
have no spectroscopic information. To each galaxy a probability,
pin, of being part of a group was assigned, depending on its pro-
jected radial and velocity distance from the group center (we re-
fer the reader to the paper by Knobel et al. (in prep.), for a more
detailed description of the adopted method). The drawback of
this approach is that each galaxy may have multiple associations
to different groups.

To overcome this drawback, we developed a slightly differ-
ent strategy, whose main advantage is that it assigns each galaxy
only one spectroscopic group, thus avoiding multiple assign-
ments of a galaxy to different groups, and the need to adopt an
arbitrary probability cut-off to bypass this problem.

For a detailed description of our algorithm we refer the
reader to Appendix A, while in Sect. 3 we will present extensive
tests that we performed on mock catalogs to check the reliability
of the final spec+photo-z group catalog.

Suffice is to say that we chose the selection function to iden-
tify putative photometric-redshift members in a way to not only
keep the fraction of interlopers as low as possible, but also to
avoid introducing any radial dependency of the interloper frac-
tion. The last point is important because we will be looking for
radial dependencies of galaxy properties.

As already mentioned in Sect. 2.2, we chose a conservative
definition of the spectroscopic group sample, restricting our-
selves to only 178 groups detected with at least five spectro-
scopic members within the high sampling rate box introduced
in Fig. 1 box (149.55 ≤ RA ≤ 150.666 and 1.75 ≤ Dec ≤ 2.7).
Within this area and up to z = 1.0 there are 13 619 galaxies with
reliable spectroscopic redshift and 11 994 with an estimated pho-
tometric redshift.

Our algorithm adds another 684 member galaxies with pho-
tometric redshifts to the already existing 1437 spectroscopic
group member galaxies, and from now on this is the group
sample we will use. The final number of groups with more
than 10(15) members after applying our algorithm is twice(three
times) that in the spectroscopic group catalog, i.e., there are
78(41) groups instead of the original 39(14) groups. The number
of groups with more than 20 members is six times the original
one: 25 groups instead of the original four groups.

As a final point we notice that we repeated all analyses pre-
sented in this paper considering only galaxies from the spec-
troscopic group catalog and our results remained entirely un-
changed, albeit at a lower significance.

3. The zCOSMOS mock catalogs

The use of realistic mock galaxy catalogs is important for as-
sessing the reliability of the algorithm we adopted to produce
the spec+photo-z group catalog and to validate the procedures
we chose to define group centers and richnesses (see Sects. 2.4
and 4).

We took advantage of the 24 COSMOS mock light-cones
provided by Kitzbichler & White (2007). These mock light-
cones are based on the Millennium DM N-body simulations of
Springel (2005) and use semianalytic recipes of Croton et al.
(2006) as updated by De Lucia & Blaizot (2007) for populating
the simulations volume with galaxies.

From each of these 24 light-cones we extracted three differ-
ent types of mock catalogs:

1. The 40K mock catalogs: 100% complete to IAB = 22.5. In
these catalogs all galaxies brighter than IAB = 22.5 are spec-
troscopically observed with a 100% success rate. We added
to each galaxy redshift an error of 100 km s−1 to account for
the typical zCOSMOS spectroscopic redshift error as esti-
mated from observations (see Lilly et al. 2009).

2. The 20K mock catalogs: mimicking the 20K zCOSMOS
spectroscopic sample. We applied the same observational
strategy adopted to select the spectroscopic zCOSMOS tar-
gets: using the slit positioning algorithm SPOC on the 40K
catalogs, see Bottini et al. (2005), and accounting for the
spectroscopic redshift failures by including the same redshift
success rate as the real data.

3. The 20K+photo-zs mock catalogs: mimicking the data set
we used in our analysis. The spectroscopic galaxies are those
listed in the 20K mock catalogs, while a photometric redshift
is provided for the remaining galaxies of the 40K mock cat-
alogs. For the photometric redshift galaxy sample we repro-
duced the photometric redshift errorσzphot = 0.007× (1+zs).
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Fig. 2. Summary of the results obtained with our algorithm. Top left: completeness distribution (see text for definition) for the 20K mocks (black
dot-dashed line) and for the 20K+photo-zs mock groups (red solid line). Top right: fraction of interlopers as a function of normalized group-centric
distance for the 20K/20K+photo-zs mock groups (black stars and red triangles, respectively). Orange squares refer to the fraction of interlopers,
PI, for real data, as calibrated on the mocks, see text for details. Bottom left: for different mocks as indicated on x-axis, the median distance to the
central galaxy of the VW center (violet triangles) and the median center (cyan stars). Bottom right: distribution of the distance of the VW center
to the central galaxy position for the 20K mocks (black dot-dashed line) and for the 20K+photo-zs mocks (red solid line).

We also took into account the presence of catastrophic fail-
ures in estimating photo-z, that is, the excess of galaxies with
errors larger than Δphot-z = 3σzphot with respect to the sim-
ple Gaussian distribution. For the set of photometric redshift
adopted in our analysis we were able to estimate a percent-
age of ∼8% (by using the 20K subset flagged 4.x or 3.x and
comparing their spectroscopic redshift to their photometric
redshift). Group members with such high values of phot-z
error cannot be retrieved by our algorithm and are a con-
siderable source of incompleteness in group reconstruction.
We chose a fairly conservative approach and also considered
catastrophic errors of 10% in the 20K+photo-zs mock cat-
alogs, by randomly permuting the photometric redshifts for
10% of the galaxies while keeping the galaxy RA-Dec fixed.
coordinates.

We applied to the 20K mock catalogs the same group finding
algorithm used for the 20K sample (see Knobel et al. 2009). We
then selected groups with at least five spectroscopic members
located within the high sampling rate box introduced in Fig. 1
and applied to the 20K+photo-zs mock catalogs the algorithm
described in Sect. 2.4.

The COSMOS mock light-cones provide dark matter halos
IDs that can easily be used to identify real groups and real group

members, i.e., the set of galaxies located within the same dark
matter halo in each mock catalog (see also Knobel et al. 2009).
If we define completeness as the ratio of the reconstructed group
members in the 20K/20K+photo-zs mock catalogs to the total
number of real group members in the 40K mock catalogs, the
improvement introduced by our algorithm is shown in the top
left panel of Fig. 2. This panel shows the distribution of the
completeness for all groups of the 20K mocks and for those ob-
tained after applying our algorithm to the 20K+photo-zs mocks
(black dot-dashed line and red-solid line, respectively). We were
able to improve the median completeness from 67% of the 20K
mock catalog up to 90% in the 20K+photo-zs mocks: the num-
ber of groups that are 100% complete is three times larger than
using only the 20K mocks. As a consequence, the group rich-
ness, defined as the number of members brighter than an adopted
rest-frame absolute magnitude cut-off, is also easier to recover
in a reliable way. For more than half of the cases the rich-
ness as measured for reconstructed groups in the 20K+photo-zs
mocks equals the same quantity as obtained from the 40K mock
catalogs.

Our algorithm achieves this remarkable result while adding
a negligible fraction of interloper members, i.e., galaxies that do
not share the same dark matter halo in the 40K mock catalogs.
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For half of the groups we added less than 3% of new interlopers
with respect to the total members in the 20K+photo-zs catalog,
therefore attaining the same interlopers fraction as in the spec-
troscopic group catalog.

We also checked for any dependence of the interloper frac-
tion on the normalized group-centric distance Rgal/Rfudge, Rfudge
being an estimate of the virial radius provided by Knobel et al.
(in prep., see Sect. 4.2 for details). For this test we divided each
group into a central part and two concentric intermediate and
external rings, as in Sect. 4.2, and adopted exactly the same
mass and redshift limits adopted subsequently in our analysis,
see Sect. 5.

In the top right panel of Fig. 2 we show the fraction of in-
terlopers in each of these three regions for the 20K/20K+photo-
zs mock groups (black stars and red triangles, respectively), as
obtained using the low-z, mass-limited, mock group samples.
Notice that the trend introduced by the group-finding algorithm
in the 20K mock reconstructed groups is not modified by adding
photo-zs members. In the same panel the orange squares dis-
play the fraction of interlopers in the 20K sample spectroscopic
group catalog, estimated using the probabilities, pin,i, associated
to each observed group spectroscopic member:

PI = 1 −
Ntot,obs∑

i=1

pin,i/Ntot,obs, (1)

as provided by Knobel et al. (in prep.). These values have been
calibrated in Knobel et al. (in prep.) using simulations, and there-
fore by construction agree well with the interloper fraction esti-
mated from 20K mock groups. In turn, because adding phot-z
members does not alter the trends significantly, these values
agree well with the interloper fraction for the 20K+photo-zs
mock groups. The picture does not change when plotting the
same quantities for the high-z, mass-limited, mock group sam-
ples, or when selecting subsets of groups according e.g., to their
richness. Therefore we always used thePI values obtained from
spectroscopic group members to estimate the interlopers’ con-
tamination as a function of the distance from the group center
for our spec+photo-z group catalog, see Sect. 6.2.

4. Building the stacked group

To explore galaxy properties as a function of the distance from
the center of the group, we needed to build ensemble systems,
because the scarcity of individual group members prevents a de-
tailed analysis of each group. In this section we illustrate in detail
the steps of building the so-called stacked-group: a composite
group obtained by spatially co-adding all group member galax-
ies (simply SG from now on).

The two main ingredients to build a SG are precise re-
centering and scaling of all available groups. It is therefore ex-
tremely important that each group center and richness is defined
as reliably as possible, so that the trends we are searching for
are not smoothed out. We will discuss precise definition of both
quantities in this section. We remind the reader that from now
on any number quoted, unless explicitly stated, includes both
spectroscopic and photometric redshift group member galaxies,
as obtained from the algorithm discussed in Sect. 2.4 and which
we describe in more detail in Appendix A.

4.1. Group centering

A good group center definition is essential to our science anal-
ysis, because we will be searching for radial trends that can be

easily erased by errors in group centering. After adding photo-
zs, as discussed in the previous section, 50% of the groups in
our sample possess more than nine members which makes group
center definition more robust. However the simple methods of
estimating group centers, such as the median of members co-
ordinates, provide only rough estimates of the group center, es-
pecially for the numerically poorer groups. We therefore tried
an alternative strategy, taking into account sky-projected group
galaxy densities.

Using the 2D-Voronoi areas as proxy for density measure-
ment, we defined the Voronoi-weighted center (VW center from
now on) as

RAVW =

∑N
i=1 RAi/AV,i∑N

i=1 1/AV,i
, DecVW =

∑N
i=1 Deci/AV,i∑N

i=1 1/AV,i
, (2)

where AV,i is the 2D-Voronoi area associated to the ith galaxy
member, that is, the projected area containing all points closer to
the ith galaxy than to any other member galaxy. We used galaxies
located outside 3 × Rgr (where Rgr is the radius of the minumum
circle containing all group members) and within 1 × σzphot to
avoid divergence of 2D-Voronoi areas for galaxies located at the
periphery of groups.

This way galaxies that are located in group denser regions
will have a smaller AV,i and they will weigh more, while those
that are in less dense regions will affect the center determination
less. This method thus provides a center for the group, which is
located by definition in the area of greatest galaxy over-density,
and is not affected by the details of the spatial distribution of
galaxies at the outskirt. For a similar approach see Diaz et al.
(2005).

We used our set of mock catalogs to test the advantages of
this center definition with respect to simpler ones, like the me-
dian of the member galaxies coordinates (median center from
now on). We assumed the position of its central galaxy as fidu-
cial center for each group, as provided by the mocks.

In the bottom left panel of Fig. 2 we show the median dis-
tance of the VW center (violet triangles) and that of the me-
dian center (cyan stars) for each of the three mock catalogs
defined in Sect. 2.4. Error bars show the rms among mock cata-
logs extracted from the different 24 light-cones. We note that the
VW center provides a better estimate of the center with respect
to the median center on average. Furthermore, the VW centers,
when applied to the groups whith photo-zs added using our al-
gorithm, are nearly indistinguishable from those obtained when
all members down to IAB = 22.5 possess spectroscopic redshift.
The median value of the distance of the VW centers from the
group central galaxy is 40 h−1

70 kpc for 20K+photo-zs mocks,
with an improvement of nearly 40% in centering with respect to
the 20K mocks.

In the bottom right panel of Fig. 2 we show the distance his-
togram of the VW center to the central galaxy position for the
20K mocks as a black dot-dashed line and for the 20K+photoz
mocks as a red solid line. The improvement in group centering
obtained when adding photo-z members is quite obvious.

We therefore adopted the VW method to define the center of
each group.

4.2. Group rescaling

The procedure of stacking groups of different sizes and masses
into an ensemble system requires rescaling of individual galaxy
group-centric-distances. In studies of galaxy clusters, projected
cluster-centric-distances R are generally rescaled with Rvir or
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Fig. 3. Left panel: redshift distribution of the zCOSMOS-bright galaxies (black). Red points represent group member galaxies with spectroscopic
and photometric redshifts as obtained from our algorithm. The cyan solid line and the violet dashed line correspond to the two different magnitude
cut-offs adopted to define the volume-limited samples of the low- and high-redshift bin respectively, see text for details. Central and right panel:
(U − B) rest-frame color versus mass for the lowest and the highest redshift bin. The blue dashed line corresponds to the color-dependentMcut−off ,
while the red solid line corresponds to the fixedMcut−off for our mass volume-limited sample. The red dot-dashed lines highlight the mass ranges
adopted in the mass-segregation analysis, see Sect. 6.5 for details. The cyan dotted line corresponds to the separation between red and blue galaxies
(see text for its precise definition).

R200, whose estimate is proportional to cluster velocity disper-
sion σv, that is, a proxy of cluster mass (Carlberg et al. 1997;
Biviano et al. 2002; Katgert et al. 2004). However, the problem
is not trivial when dealing with galaxy groups, where the uncer-
tainties in the estimate of velocity dispersions, masses, size, and
the group dynamical state in general are larger, because of the
small number of group members.

In the literature there are different approaches in rescaling R
for groups, using 1) the virial radius Rvir or R200, 2) an estimate of
the rms of the position of member galaxies RH, and 3) sometimes
radial distances are not rescaled at all (see Girardi et al. 2003, for
a detailed review).

Our groups span a wide range of sizes, and therefore a rescal-
ing of physical distances seemed unavoidable. We decided to
use Rfudge as the scaling factor, provided by Knobel et al. (in
prep.). This fudge quantity, as many other ones correlating with
the observed group richness, was estimated and calibrated using
our realistic mock catalogs. In brief, given an observed group at
redshift z with richness N , defined as the number of members
brighter than an adopted rest-frame absolute magnitude cut-off,
its Rfudge corresponds to the mean Rvir among all reconstructed
mock groups wjth the same N and redshift (see Knobel et al.
(in prep.), for more details on how this quantity is calculated).
The quantity Rfudge correlates with Mhalo fudge, an estimate of the
mass of the group well, which additionally shows its relevance
for our analysis (see Knobel et al. 2009 (in prep.), for more de-
tails on how both these quantities are estimated).

Because our goal is to distinguish property of galaxies lo-
cated in regions with different physical properties rescaling by
Rfudge, a quantity related to Rvir, suits our needs well. Indeed, the
virial radius is a scaling factor for many timescales of different
processes such as the crossing time, the relaxation time or the
merging time (Boselli & Gavazzi 2006; Weinmann et al. 2006).
All galaxies that are inside the virial radius are experiencing the
group potential effects either for the first time or many times.
In contrast, those galaxies that are outside the virial radius are
a mixed population of both in-falling galaxies and galaxies that
once passed through the virial radius but now are in the outskirts,
the so-called back-splash population (Gill et al. 2005).

Before stacking groups, we therefore rescaled each member
galaxy distance to the VW center, Rgal, with the corresponding
Rfudge of its group. Below we will use only scaled distances, R,
unless otherwise specified.

We add a final caveat: when discussing our results, we should
take into account projection effects. We observed the 2-D pro-
jection of a 3-D distribution of member galaxies. Assuming a
spherical distribution, this implies that e.g., the inner observed
region includes galaxies located in the outer group shells that are
located along the line of sight of the group central part. Hence a
fraction of galaxies observed, in projection, in the inner region
actually belongs to the outskirts. These projection effects will
tend to smooth the radial trends we are looking for, so that any
observed trend is a lower limit for the real trend present in 3-D.
Vice versa in the external regions of groups the contamination
by field galaxies, on average bluer and less massive than group
galaxies, will tend to introduce spurious segregation trends, and
we need to account for them carefully.

5. Analysis

5.1. Selecting mass volume-limited samples

We focused our analysis on two redshift bins: 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45 and
0.45 < z ≤ 0.8, where we defined the classical volume-limited
samples taking into account the luminosity evolution of individ-
ual galaxies. Following Zucca et al. (2009), we adopted a linear
evolution with redshift: M∗Bev = −20.3 − 5 log h70 − 1.1 z to
parametrize the evolution of M∗B of the luminosity function. The
corresponding evolving cut-offmagnitudes are Mcut−off = M∗Bev+
2.1(+0.8) for the low(high) redshift bin. For 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45 the
volume-limited sample consists of 829 out of 1128 total galax-
ies, belonging to 79 groups. For 0.45 < z ≤ 0.8 it consists of 510
out of 660 total galaxies, belonging to 64 groups (see Table 1).
The total volume-limited field sample consists of 1869(2893)
galaxies, while the near-field volume limited sample consists of
683(612) galaxies for the low(high) redshift bin. In the left panel
of Fig. 3 we show the M∗B versus redshift distribution of the to-
tal galaxy sample (black points) and that of both spectroscopic
and photometric redshift group member galaxies (red points).
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Table 1. Number of volume-limited and mass-volume-limited
(spec+phot-z) group member galaxies.

Redshift Vol-lim Vol-Mass-lim
Ngals Ngals Ngr

0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45 829 (570) 571 (410) 79
0.45 < z ≤ 0.8 510 (391) 265 (200) 64

Notes. In brackets we report the number of spectroscopic-only group
members. The number of groups containing these galaxies is listed in
the last column.

The cyan solid line and the violet dashed line correspond to the
magnitude cut-offs defining the low- and high-redshift volume-
limited samples. In the following, the group richnessN for each
group is defined as the number of (phot+spec-z) member galax-
ies surviving to the more conservative absolute rest-frame mag-
nitude cut-off: M∗Bev+0.8, unless explicitely stated. This quantity
correlates, albeit with a large scatter, with the mass of the halo
where the group resides and therefore is a good proxy for it (see
Knobel et al. 2009).

The flux-limited target definition of zCOSMOS-bright,
IAB ≤ 22.5, translates into a B-band rest-frame selection at z ∼
0.8. Therefore the 20K galaxy sample, when rest-frame B-band
selection is adopted, is free from significant color-dependent in-
completeness in (U − B) rest-frame colors up to z ∼ 1. However
the (U − B) rest-frame color completeness in the B-band rest
frame selection does not imply completeness in mass selection:
the B-band rest-frame selection is biased toward blue, low-mass
galaxies, while missing the corresponding red, equally low-mass
ones. Environmental trends observed in samples selected using
rest-frame B-band magnitudes could therefore be simply the re-
sults of this incompleteness coupled with different galaxy mass
distributions in different environments (Bolzonella et al. 2010).

To separate true environmental effects from mass-driven
ones, we used in our analysis mass volume-limited samples, that
is, samples complete down to a fixed galaxy mass cut-off. To
obtain them, we followed the same approach as in Iovino et al.
(2010). In brief, we first calculated the limiting stellar mass for
each galaxy in the 20K sample, i.e., the stellar mass it would
have at its spectroscopic redshift, if its apparent magnitude were
equal to the limiting magnitude of our survey: log(Mlim(zgal)) =
log(Mgal) + 0.4 (IAB − 22.5). We then used these estimated lim-
iting masses to define, in bins of (U − B) rest-frame colors for
each redshift bin, the massMcut−off below which 85% of galaxies
of that color lie. We fitted Mcut−off to obtain a color-dependent
mass limit cut-off. The value ofMcut−off for the reddest galaxies
in each redshift bin is the one that we used as the limiting mass
for that bin.

In the central and right panel of Fig. 3 we show the (U − B)
rest-frame color versus the stellar mass for the lowest and high-
est redshift bin respectively. The blue dashed line shows the
color-dependent Mcut−off, while the red solid line shows the
value chosen to define mass-limited samples: log(Mgal/M�) ≥
Mcut−off = 9.8 and log(Mgal/M�) ≥ Mcut−off = 10.56 for the
lowest and highest redshift bins.

To define the mass-dependent color cut separating the blue
and red galaxies, we performed a robust fit of the red sequence
as a function of the galaxy stellar mass in the high-z bin, where a
large number of observed galaxies displays a prominent and well
defined red sequence. The color cut was then obtain by shifting
the fitting line by 2 · rmsred, where rmsred ∼ 0.08 is the disper-
sion of the red galaxies along the red sequence. We adopted the

same color cut for the low-z bin. Numerically, the stellar mass
dependent color cut is

(U − B) = 0.094 · log(Mgal/M�) + 0.05, (3)

and it is shown by the cyan dotted lines in Fig. 3.
We tested that our results do not change if we apply a con-

stant color cut, (U − B) = 1, to separate red and blue galaxies, a
simpler definition that corresponds equally well to the dip of the
bimodal distribution.

For the lowest redshift bin the final group mass-complete
sample contains 571 galaxies, while for the highest redshift bin it
contains 265 galaxies. The mass-complete field samples consist
of 743(728) galaxies for the lowest(highest) redshift bin, while
the near-field samples consist of 293(211) galaxies for the low-
est(highest) redshift bin.

5.2. Low-z and high-z stacked-groups

For each of the two redshift bins defined in the previous section,
0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45 and 0.45 < z ≤ 0.8, we proceeded to build
the corresponding SG. Notice that while for centering purposes
we used all spec-z and phot-z galaxies available in our group
catalog, irrespective of their mass and B-band rest-frame lumi-
nosity, for our analysis we will use only galaxies within the mass
volume-limited samples as defined in Table 1.

Before moving to a detailed study of the group member
galaxies properties, it is interesting to compare the general prop-
erties of groups in low- and high-redshift bins, to highlight any
redshift-dependent trend in the group sample we used in our sci-
ence analysis.

In Fig. 4 we compare from left to right Rfudge – the virial
radius estimate (Knobel et al., in prep.), Mfudge – the mass of
the group calibrated with the mocks as in Knobel et al. (2009),
and the group richness,N , as defined in Sect. 5.1, for low- (black
dot-dashed line) and high- (red solid line) redshift galaxy groups.
The KS test always rejects with more than 99.99% confidence
the hypothesis that properties of low and high redshift groups
are drawn from the same distribution. In the low-redshift bin on
the mean we deal with smaller, less massive and poorer groups
than those in the highest- redshift bin. This is not an unexpected
result given that zCOSMOS is a flux-limited survey and there-
fore the observed population of both galaxies and groups varies
with increasing redshift. As a consequence, the group detec-
tion works only on progressively brighter/more massive galaxies
moving to higher redshifts. We shall need to take into account
these differences when discussing our results. We define a sub-
set of richer groups for the low-redshift bin using richness N ,
defined for this bin as the number of member galaxies surviving
the evolving magnitude cut-off: Mcut−off = M∗Bev + 2.1 (see left
panel of Fig. 3). We adopted a separation ofN ≤ (>)12 to distin-
guish between poor(rich) groups, a value roughly corresponding
to Mfudge ≤ (>)13.3, so that rich low-z groups are virtually indis-
tinguishable in mass distribution from the high-redshift sample.
Indeed, while a KS test comparing the distributions of Mfudge
of poor and rich groups defined this way rejects the hypothe-
sis that they are drawn from the same distribution with more
than 99.99% confidence, the KS test comparing distributions of
Mfudge of rich low-z groups and of high-z groups does not reveal
any significant difference between the two.

To explore how galaxy population properties change as a
function of group-centric distance, we first sorted SG galaxies
into increasing scaled distances from SG center and then divided
their distribution into three equipopulated bins corresponding to
inner, intermediate, and peripheral SG regions.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of the general properties of groups in the 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45 (black dot-dashed line) and 0.45 < z ≤ 0.8 (red solid line) redshift
bin. From left to right we compare Rfudge (the estimate of the virial radius), logMfudge (the estimate of the mass of the group), both fudge quantities
are calibrated with the mocks as defined in Knobel et al. (2009), and N , as defined in Sect. 5.1.

Table 2. Radial range explored in the three SG regions.

Redshift 1st region 2nd region 3rd region
range Rmedian range Rmedian range Rmedian

0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45 R ≤ 0.30 0.15 0.30 < R ≤ 0.68 0.47 R > 0.68 0.94
0.45 < z ≤ 0.8 R ≤ 0.23 0.13 0.23 < R ≤ 0.51 0.37 R > 0.51 0.74

Notes. All distances R are normalized to Rfudge.

In Table 2 we list the exact radial ranges of each of these
three regions, all values are normalized to Rfudge. The corre-
sponding three median distances are R ∼ 0.15, R ∼ 0.4 and
R ∼ 0.85, respectively, therefore these regions can be considered
as the group inner core, intermediate, and more external/in-fall
region.

Given that the median Rfudge is ∼500 h−1
70 kpc in both red-

shift bins, the inner region extends typically up to ∼150 h−1
70 kpc.

Because the VW center is on the average only ∼40 h−1
70 kpc away

from the group fiducial center (see Sect. 4.1), our error in center-
ing is negligible with respect to the median inner region size, and
should not have a significant impact when exploring the group-
centric dependence of galaxy properties.

The sky distribution of galaxies belonging to the low-z (left)
and high-z (right) composite group is shown in Fig. 5. Points
are coded according to the (U − B) colors of the galaxies, while
point dimensions are scaled according to galaxy masses. As a
reference we draw dashed circles corresponding to the division
between the different regions in each composite group. We note
that the overall shape of the composite group has a well-defined
peak corresponding to the center, while the projected density de-
creases as we move from the center to the outskirts. A visual
inspection of the galaxy sky distribution already shows rough
differences in masses and colors depending on the area we ex-
plore. In the next section we proceed to extensively analyze these
trends and their dependence on intrinsic galaxy/group properties,
properly accounting for possible field contamination effects.

6. Results

We will start our analysis by exploring how galaxy colors are
affected by group environment, irrespective of galaxy position
within the group (see Sect. 6.1). We will then move to investigate

the presence of color segregation within the group environment
(Sect. 6.2), and if the effect of the group environment extends to
scales somewhat larger than those of the group size itself (see
Sect. 6.3). Thanks to the high statistic of the 20K we will also be
able to investigate if and how observed trends depend on group
richness and on galaxy stellar mass (see Sect. 6.4). Finally we
will search for evidence of mass segregation inside groups and
how it might depend on group richness and affect observed mass
trends (see Sect. 6.5).

6.1. Fblue and galaxy stellar masses in groups vs. field

The cumulative galaxy stellar mass distributions of the mass-
complete group and field samples are shown in the top pan-
els of Fig. 6, red solid and cyan dot-dashed lines, respectively,
the left(right) panels refer to the low(high) redshift bin. The
KS test rejects the hypothesis that group and field galaxy mass
distributions are drawn from the same population with more
than 99.99% confidence for both redshift bins. Group environ-
ment hosts preferentially more massive galaxies than the field
one, confirming well-known literature results (Iovino et al. 2010;
Kovač et al. 2010; Bolzonella et al. 2010).

As a consequence, to explore the presence of color trends as
a function of environment, we need to separate the joint effect
of mass and environment and to perform the analysis in narrow
mass bins of galaxy stellar mass. We adopted a galaxy stellar
mass bin of 0.4 dex, which is approximately twice our error in
estimating galaxy stellar masses (Pozzetti et al. 2010). Bottom
panels of Fig. 6 show Fblue at fixed galaxy stellar mass in groups
(red circles) and field (cyan stars), while Table 3 lists in detail the
Fblue values and their errors. Both at high and low redshift, the
blue fraction increases when moving toward less massive galax-
ies. Fblue is always higher in the field than in the group, a differ-
ence that decreases moving to more massive galaxies. The most
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Fig. 5. Sky distribution of the galaxies belonging to the low-z (left) and high-z (right) composite group. RA-Dec positions are expressed in terms
of the rescaled distances R. Points are colored according to the (U − B) colors of the galaxies, while point dimensions are scaled according to the
masses of the galaxies. As a reference we draw dashed circles corresponding to the different central/intermediate/external region limits in each
composite group.

Table 3. Observed blue fractions in groups and field for different galaxy
stellar mass bins.

Sample 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45 Group Field
9.8 ≤ log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 10.2 0.33+0.03

−0.03 0.70+0.03
−0.03

10.2 ≤ log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 10.6 0.18+0.03
−0.03 0.49+0.03

−0.03

10.6 ≤ log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 11.0 0.22+0.03
−0.03 0.32+0.03

−0.03

11.0 ≤ log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 11.4 0.11+0.04
−0.03 0.25+0.07

−0.06

Sample 0.45 < z ≤ 0.8 Group Field
10.6 ≤ log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 11.0 0.28+0.04

−0.03 0.41+0.02
−0.02

11.0 ≤ log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 11.4 0.11+0.04
−0.03 0.23+0.03

−0.03

massive galaxies (log(Mgal/M�) > 11.0) do not show any sig-
nificant Fblue evolution with redshift within the error bars. For
the galaxies with 10.6 ≤ log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 11.0, Fblue decreases
for both group and field environment when moving from high to
low redshift.

Notice that on average, groups in the low-z bin are poorer
than those in the high-z bin. As we will show below, see
Sect. 6.4, Fblue depends on the group richness, Fblue being lower
in richer groups. As a consequence, the decrease of Fblue across
the explored redshift range for the sample of group galaxies
should be even more pronounced.

At fixed galaxy stellar mass, the migration to the red se-
quence happens earlier in the groups and later in the field, sug-
gesting the presence of physical mechanisms able to remove gas
that causes the earlier quenching of galaxies in groups. We re-
mind the reader that any contamination of the group sample by
field galaxies and vice versa, for which we are not applying
any correction, will only render the observed trends less promi-
nent. The real, corrected, trends therefore would be even more
pronounced. This result excellently agrees with our previous

zCOSMOS results on groups (Iovino et al. 2010; Bolzonella
et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2010).

The questions we will address in the following sections are:
do the group member galaxies all share the same Fblue value ir-
respective of their position within the group? Do the galaxies lo-
cated in the central region of groups share the same mass distri-
bution as the galaxies located in the group outskirts? Ideally, the
first question is better addressed in narrow bins of galaxy stellar
mass to avoid the mass-color degeneracy. However, even with
such a dataset as the 20K, we are still limited by small number
statistics, when splitting our sample according to distances from
group center and therefore we will start our analysis working in
cumulative mass ranges in the next section.

6.2. Color segregation: Fblue as a function
of the group-centric distance

To explore the color segregation, we measured FGR
blue, obs, the ob-

served fraction of blue group member galaxies, in each of the
three SG regions defined in Sect. 5.2. We used the formula

FGR
blue, obs =

NGR
blue, obs

NGR
tot, obs

, (4)

where the index GR refers to group galaxies. However, to es-
tablish the reliability of any observed changing mix of galaxy
colors at different radial distances from the group center, it is es-
sential to properly account for the presence of field galaxy con-
taminants and their (changing) relative contribution at differente
distances from the group center, because the field population has
a higher Fblue than the group. We thus need to estimate the cor-
rected group fraction of blue galaxies, FGR

blue:

FGR
blue =

NGR
blue

NGR
tot

=
NGR

blue, obs − NINT
blue

NGR
tot, obs − NINT

tot

, (5)
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Fig. 6. Top panels: cumulative galaxy stellar mass distribution of the mass-complete group and field samples in red and cyan colors. Bottom panels:
Fblue at fixed galaxy mass in groups (red circles) and field (cyan stars). Left panels always refer to the low-redshift bin, while right panels refer to
the high redshift one. We used galaxy mass bins 0.4 dex wide.

that is, the corrected ratio of the blue member galaxies to the
total number of member galaxies, after excluding the percent-
age of interlopers – indicated by the index INT – entering in
the observed list of group members because of group detection
algorithm failures.

If PI is the estimated percentage of interlopers defined in
Sect. 4, we can obtain NINT

tot for each group region by NINT
tot =

PI × NGR
tot,obs = PI × (NGR

tot + NINT
tot ). The value of NINT

blue can sim-
ply be estimated as NINT

blue = FFIELD
blue × NINT

tot , where FFIELD
blue is the

known blue fraction of the field galaxies. This way we take into
account the radial trend of interloper contamination and have all
ingredients to retrieve the corrected values of FGR

blue from Eq. (5).

In Fig. 7 the left/(right) panel shows the blue fraction as
a function of the group-centric distance in the SG for the
low/(high) redshift bin in the mass-complete sample down to
Mcut−off = 9.8/(Mcut−off = 10.56). Uncorrected and corrected
blue fraction values are indicated with open and filled circles, re-
spectively. Corrected blue fractions are displayed at the median
normalized R distance of galaxies in each region, while uncor-
rected blue fractions are slightly offset for clarity. As a reference
we plot the fraction of blue field galaxies (cyan stars) and of the
whole group (big red filled circle, corrected values only). Error
bars are estimated using the approximate analytical formulas for
a binomial distribution provided by Gehrels (1986). In Table 4

we list the values of observed and corrected Fblue for each region
and sample considered.

In the low-redshift bin, the observed FGR
blue rises as the dis-

tance from the group center increases (left panel of Fig. 7).
Though becoming less prominent, this color segregation holds
even when correcting for interlopers contamination. Considering
the field point, we can see a trend of increasing Fblue moving
from the inner core of groups to their outskirts and farther away
to the field.

The difference between FGR
blue in the inner core and that in the

outskirts is 1.7σ1st−3nd, where σ1st−3nd is the sum in quadrature
of σ1st and σ3rd, the error of the fraction of blue galaxies in the
inner core and outskirts. The difference between FGR

blue in the out-
skirts and FFIELD

blue is 7σ3nd−field. Entering the group potential well
has a considerable influence in changing galaxy colors, but the
most relevant difference is between FGR

blue in the inner core and
FFIELD

blue : 11σ1st−field.
Moving to the highest redshift bin, we do not detect any sig-

nificant color radial trend within the SG, while we still detect a
significant difference with respect to the field galaxy population
(right panel of Fig. 7). The group blue fraction is at a constant
value of FGR

blue ∼ 0.1, a value 3.9σ lower than the correspond-
ing blue fraction in the field sample. The values of Fblue for
group and field are significantly lower in this redshift bin than
those obtained in the low redshift bin discussed previously. In
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Fig. 7. SG blue fraction as a function of the group-centric distance. Left/(right) panels refer to the low/(high) redshift bin and mass limits are
Mcut−off = 9.8/(Mcut−off = 10.56). Open circles refer to observed Fblue while filled ones to corrected Fblue, i.e., taking into account interloper
contamination (see text for details). The points refer to the three regions: inner core, intermediate, and more external/infall region. Corrected blue
fractions values are displayed at the median distance of each region, while observed blue fractions are offset for clarity. As a reference we plot the
fraction of the blue field galaxies (cyan star) and the mean corrected blue fraction in groups (big red circle).

Table 4. Blue fractions in groups, observed and corrected for field contamination.

Sample 0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45 1st region 2nd region 3rd region Group Field
obs corr obs corr obs corr corr

log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 9.8 0.15+0.03
−0.02 0.13+0.03

−0.02 0.22+0.03
−0.03 0.17+0.03

−0.03 0.32+0.03
−0.03 0.24+0.04

−0.03 0.17+0.02
−0.02 0.51+0.02

−0.02

log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 10.56 0.11+0.04
−0.03 0.10+0.04

−0.03 0.16+0.04
−0.03 0.13+0.05

−0.03 0.25+0.05
−0.04 0.22+0.06

−0.05 0.14+0.03
−0.03 0.30+0.03

−0.03

log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 9.8 & 5 ≤ N ≤ 12 0.18+0.04
−0.04 0.16+0.04

−0.04 0.20+0.04
−0.04 0.15+0.04

−0.04 0.43+0.05
−0.05 0.39+0.06

−0.06 0.22+0.03
−0.03 0.51+0.02

−0.02

log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 9.8 &N > 12 0.14+0.04
−0.03 0.13+0.04

−0.03 0.23+0.04
−0.04 0.19+0.04

−0.04 0.28+0.05
−0.04 0.18+0.05

−0.04 0.16+0.03
−0.03 0.51+0.02

−0.02

Sample 0.45 < z ≤ 0.8 1st region 2nd region 3rd region Group Field
obs corr obs corr obs corr

log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 10.56 0.24+0.05
−0.04 0.23+0.05

−0.04 0.25+0.05
−0.04 0.23+0.05

−0.04 0.21+0.05
−0.04 0.18+0.05

−0.04 0.20+0.03
−0.03 0.37+0.02

−0.02

Notes. Last two columns list total group and field values.

order to understand this result, we need to remember that we ap-
plied a higher galaxy stellar mass cut-off in the high-redshift bin:
log(Mgal) ≥ 10.56, thus we are observing galaxies more massive
than in the low redshift bin, which is the obvious cause for the
general lowering of the values of Fblue for the field and the group
population. Another factor to consider is that we are observing
groups that are on average more massive than their low-redshift
counterparts (see Fig. 4).

Before moving to investigate in detail how our findings de-
pend on group richness and galaxy stellar masses in Sect. 6.4, we
will explore in the next section whether the observed differences
between group and field stop at group boundaries, or if there is
a continuous trend of increasing Fblue in the closest proximity of
groups.

6.3. Near-field vs. global field: is there a large-scale FFIELD
blue

trend?

The physical scale, in terms of density or projected distances,
over which environment begins to set up the well known

correlations with galaxy SFRs, colors, and morphologies is a
question that is still open (Kauffmann et al. 2004; Balogh et al.
2004; Blanton et al. 2006). We explored the possible presence of
large-scale trends of FFIELD

blue , with the aim of detecting e.g., col-
ors redder than those of field sample for the galaxy population
located in the closest proximity of our groups. As discussed in
Sect. 2.3, we defined a sample of field galaxies ideally not af-
fected by group environment, and a sample of so-called near-
field galaxies, i.e., galaxies located in the closest proximity of
groups.

In the low-redshift bin, where the sample size enables us
to perform this analysis, we split the near-field into subsets of
three nested rings of increasing projected radial distances from
the SG center that were defined as follows: R ≤ 2.0, R ≤ 3.0
and R ≤ 4.0, and measured Fblue for each of them. These val-
ues are plotted in Fig. 8 with empty stars, and display a regular
increase moving away from the group center, progressively near-
ing the value obtained for the field sample. However, this appar-
ent continuous trend, extending beyond group size, disappears
when excluding field galaxies with projected radial distances
R ≤ 2.0 (filled stars) from each of the points shown in Fig. 8,
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Fig. 8. Fblue of near-field galaxies (violet empty stars) as a function of
increasing projected radial distances from groups in the low-redshift
bin: R ≤ 2.0, R ≤ 3.0 and R ≤ 4.0. Violet filled stars show Fblue of near
field after excluding near-field galaxies with projected radial distances
R ≤ 2.0. The filled square shows Fblue for the first near-field annulus, af-
ter correcting for the 15% spectroscopic galaxy-group incompleteness,
see text for details. Observed Fblue values are displayed at the median
distance of each near-field region, while corrected ones are slightly off-
set for clarity. As a reference we display the Fblue of the field with a
cyan star.

suggesting that the trend in question is caused by contamination
from missed group members, predominantly located in the near-
est neighborhood of groups.

The same result can be obtained correcting the values of
the first near-field ring with a procedure similar to that used
for group galaxies. The galaxy success rate of the group-finding
algorithm turns into a spectroscopic incompleteness on galaxy-
group basis of 15%, as estimated in Knobel et al. (2009).
Correcting for this percentage of contamination by group galax-
ies is enough to raise the observed value of FFIELD

blue in the first
near-field annulus to that of the field, as shown by the filled
square in Fig. 8.

This analysis confirms that the physical scale on which the
environment plays its role coincides with the group physical
scales, in agreement with Kauffmann et al. (2004), Blanton et al.
(2006), and Wilman et al. (2010). It therefore suggests that there
is no transition region from field to group domain and field
galaxies start to be affected by the group environment when they
enter it.

Interstingly, it also implies that the values we estimated for
the incompleteness of our group catalog is realistic, because it
produces, once the corresponding correction is applied, values
of Fblue for the first near-field annulus that agree well with field
values.

6.4. Color segregation: a closer look at galaxy mass
and group richness dependencies

In Sect. 6.2 we have shown that low- and high-z group galax-
ies display different radial color trends. However, we also
noticed two important differences: the galaxy stellar mass
cut-off adopted (log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 9.8 to be compared to
log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 10.56), and the different range in group rich-
ness spanned in these two redshift bins. It is therefore inter-
esting to investigate how the observed radial trends of Fblue

depend on these two quantities. We split the low-z group sample
according to richness N defined as the number of member
galaxies surviving after applying the evolving magnitude cut-
off Mcut−off = M∗Bev + 2.1, adopting a separation of N ≤ (>)12
to distinguish between poor(rich) groups. We then split the to-
tal galaxy sample for each of the two rich and poor SG into
two bins of galaxy stellar mass: galaxies with stellar masses
9.8 ≤ log(Mcut−off) ≤ 10.56 and log(Mcut−off) ≥ 10.56.

In Fig. 9 we show how Fblue varies for the subsamples de-
fined this way (from now on we display only corrected values).
Poor(rich) groups are on the left(right) panel and triangles refer
to lower stellar mass bin, squares to higher stellar mass bin, and
filled circles to the total mass volume-limited sample. As a ref-
erence and with the same symbols for each stellar mass bin, we
plot the values of Fblue for field galaxies and those for the total
poor and rich group galaxies sample considered.

The value of Fblue increases moving from higher to lower
galaxy stellar masses for each environment considered (see also
Sect. 6.1). However, there is another trend superimposed to
this one: at fixed stellar mass the mean Fblue is higher in poor
groups than in rich ones, confirming previous tentative results
(see Margoniner et al. 2001; Gerke et al. 2007; Iovino et al. 2010,
and references therein).

Figure 9 shows for radial trends that bluer galaxies are pref-
erentially located in the group outskirts only for poor groups. No
such trend is observed for richer groups. For poor groups, galax-
ies with lower stellar mass show a continuous trend of increasing
Fblue, whereas Fblue for most massive galaxies increases only in
the outermost group region. Rich groups do not show any obvi-
ous radial trend.

Thus poor groups display higher Fblue values for their mem-
ber galaxies than richer groups and stronger radial trends at fixed
galaxy stellar mass than richer groups. The observed galaxy
color radial trends become more evident moving from richer to
poorer groups and moving from higher to lower galaxy stellar
masses.

We can therefore better explain the observed differences be-
tween low- and the high-z groups trends discussed in Sect. 6.2
as caused by the different cut-off in galaxy stellar masses and to
the different group richness ranges observed in the two different
redshift bins.

It is somewhat expected that at high-z the massive groups we
explore do not display any radial trend for the massive galaxies
shown in plot Fig. 7.

We will now proceed to explore if the differences observed
in radial trends between poor groups and rich groups relate to
the possible presence of galaxy stellar mass segregation within
groups, a factor that could be important in creating and/or en-
hancing observed color trends.

6.5. Mass segregation

The goal of this section is to check for the presence of mass
segregation within our group sample, to clarify if any of galaxy
colors radial trends we observed are simply the reflection of the
galaxy colors and stellar mass correlation coupled with varying
galaxy stellar mass functions moving from central to peripheral
group regions.

We split the mass-complete galaxy sample into two stellar
mass bins: at low redshift the stellar mass limits chosen are
9.8 ≤ log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 10.56 and log(Mgal/M�) > 10.56,
with a total of 320(251) galaxies in the lowest(highest) mass
bin. At high redshift the stellar mass limits chosen are 10.56 ≤
log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 10.9 and log(Mgal/M�) > 10.9; in this case
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Fig. 9. Corrected blue fraction as a function of the group-centric distance in the low-z poor groups (left) and rich groups (right). We define
poor(rich) groups as those with number of member galaxies ≤(>)12 after applying the evolving magnitude cut off Mcut−off = M∗Bev + 2.1 (see
Fig. 3). The mass bins adopted are indicated in the legend. Corrected blue fractions are displayed at the median of the distances from the center
for galaxies in each region. As a reference we also plot the fraction of the blue field galaxies and the mean corrected blue fraction in groups.

Fig. 10. Cumulative radial distribution of the galaxies belonging to each mass bin for both the lowest (left) and highest (right) redshift bin. We
show the most massive galaxies with an orange solid line and the less massive galaxies with a green dotted line. As a reference we draw the limits
of the first and second regions with a dot-dashed black line.

there are 132(133) galaxies in the lowest(highest) mass bin. In
the left(right) panel of Fig. 10 we show the cumulative radial dis-
tribution of the galaxies belonging to these bins for the low(high)
redshift SGs. The dotted line always refers to the lowest stellar
mass bin, while the solid line refers to the highest stellar mass
bin. As a reference a dot-dashed black line indicates the bound-
aries of the different group regions defined in Sect. 5.2. In both
redshift bins the most massive galaxies preferentially populate
the innermost regions, while the less massive galaxies prefer the
outer ones. A KS test confirms the existence of a mass segrega-
tion for the low(high) redshift bin with confidence higher than
98.6%(99.99%).

We here also explored the group richness dependency of the
mass segregation by repeating the same radial analysis but di-
viding the low-z bin groups into poor and rich subsamples (see
Sect. 6.2 for definitions). The cumulative radial distributions of
galaxies are plotted in Fig. 11 for poor groups in the left panel,
and for rich groups in the right panel. In both panels dotted lines
refer to galaxies with 9.8 ≤ log(Mgal/M�) ≤ 10.56, while
the solid lines denote galaxies at log(Mgal/M�) > 10.56. For
poor groups there is no significant mass segregation because the
KS test results are consistent with the hypothesis that the radial
distribution of galaxies from the two mass bins are drawn from
the same distribution. Vice versa, galaxies located in rich groups
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Fig. 11. Cumulative radial distribution of the galaxies belonging to each mass bin for poor (left) and rich (right) groups in the lowest redshift bin.
We show the most massive galaxies with an orange solid line and the less massive galaxies with a green dotted line. As a reference we draw the
limits of the first and second regions with a dot-dashed black line.

Table 5. KS test probabilities that the mass distribution of the galaxies in each group region and that of the field sample of galaxies are drawn from
the same distribution.

Sample 1st gr region vs. field 2nd gr region vs. field 3rd gr region vs. field
0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45 & log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 9.8 5.7 × 10−4 1.1 × 10−4 0.176
0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45 & log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 9.8 & N ≤ 12 0.012 0.044 0.067
0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45 & log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 9.8 & N > 12 9.1 × 10−4 1.3 × 10−3 0.425
0.45 < z ≤ 0.8 & log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 10.56 6.8 × 10−9 0.014 0.841

Notes. Redshift ranges and group richness are indicated in the Sample column.

display a significant mass segregation, with most massive galax-
ies being closer to the SG center than the less massive ones. In
this case the KS test rejects the hypothesis that the radial distri-
bution of galaxies from the two mass bins are drawn from the
same distribution with more than 99.3% confidence.

We performed a KS test comparing the galaxy stellar mass
distribution in different SG regions and field galaxies. For
low-z rich and high-z groups there is no significant difference
between field galaxies and the outermost SG region, while the
inner/intermediate regions display a significant difference with
respect to the field, in agreement with their observed galaxy stel-
lar mass segregation. For low-z, poor groups the galaxy stellar
mass distribution is only marginally different from that of field
galaxies (a ∼2.5σ result), and this outcome holds irrespective of
group-centric distance, in agreement with the absence of galaxy
stellar mass segregation in these groups. In Table 5 we detail all
numerical results of the various KS tests.

One could argue that the mass segregation we are detecting
within rich low-z groups and high-z groups increases through in-
terloper contamination. On average, interlopers would preferen-
tially populate group peripheral regions, where we actually ob-
serve a galaxy stellar mass distribution that resembles more that
of field galaxies, thus producing the observed stellar galaxy mass
distribution radial trends. We used a Monte Carlo technique to
establish the robustness of our results with respect to this effect.
For each of the two SGs – rich low-z and high-z – we depleted
the mass-complete sample of its galaxy members by the esti-
mated interloper fraction in each group region. We used galaxy

colors to select the most probable interlopers, so that the galax-
ies removed had a value of Fblue equal to that estimated for field
galaxies (see Sect. 6.1). We performed this exercise 1000 times,
keeping constant the total number of galaxies (i.e., randomly
counting some of the surviving galaxies twice). Each time we
estimated the KS test probability that the radial distribution of
less and most massive member galaxies were drawn from the
same radial distribution.

For rich low-z groups the KS test confirms a mass segre-
gation with a median confidence level of 97.8+1.9

−5.9. For high-z
groups, the KS test confirms a mass segregation with a median
confidence level of 99.9+0.1

−1.2. In both cases the quoted errors cor-
respond to the lowest and highest quartiles of the KS test prob-
ability distribution. We can conclude that at high-z the signal
for a genuine and significant radial stellar mass segregation for
group galaxies is strong and reliable, while at low-z the observed
mass segregation for rich group galaxies is somewhat enhanced
by interloper contamination, but, albeit at lower significance, an
indication of its existence is still present.

The main result of this section is therefore that low-z poor
groups do not show significant mass segregation; whereas low-z
rich groups and high-z groups, whose group mass ranges are
somewhat similar, display a significant mass segregation in the
galaxy stellar mass ranges explored.

Because low-z poor groups are those that show a signifi-
cant color segregation, which is undetected in low-z rich groups
and high-z groups (see Sect. 6.4), we conclude that the chang-
ing mix of color and masses are unrelated phenomena, possibly
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originating from different physical mechanisms. In the next sec-
tion we will discuss a possible interpretation.

7. Migration from blue to red: the effects of group
environment

Our analysis has confirmed that stellar mass is an important pa-
rameter in the discussion of environmental influence on galaxy
properties and their evolution.

In Sect. 6.1 we have shown that for massive galaxies,
log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 11.0, the value of Fblue does not change mov-
ing from field to group galaxies: most massive galaxies are red
and dead irrespective of the environment they live in, a well-
known result both at low redshift (see e.g., Hansen et al. 2009;
Bamford et al. 2009; Kimm et al. 2009, and references therein)
and at intermediate/high redshift (see e.g., Iovino et al. 2010;
Kovač et al. 2010; Peng et al. 2010; McGee et al. 2011, and
references therein).

Below this mass threshold we observe a gradual “opening
up” of the difference between group and field values, so that
lower values of Fblue are reached earlier in groups than in the
field (see Fig. 6), confirming results previously obtained using
the zCOSMOS 10K sample (see e.g., Iovino et al. 2010; Kovač
et al. 2010; Bolzonella et al. 2010, and references therein) and
recent results from the COSMOS survey (George et al. 2011).

In addition to these trends, our analysis has shown that mov-
ing to masses below log(Mgal/M�) = 11.0 some subtler differ-
ences emerge when observing trends within groups, both as a
function of galaxy stellar mass and as a function of group rich-
ness. In the following discussion we concentrate on the lower
redshift bin of our sample (0.2 < z < 0.45), where we were
able to study in detail the joined effect of galaxy stellar mass
and group richness on galaxy colors. The conclusions we will
infer are easy to translate into the higher redshift bin, where (see
Sects. 5.2 and 6.4) we can explore only higher group richnesses
and higher galaxy stellar mass ranges.

For galaxies in the mass range log(Mgal/M�) > 10.56 we do
not observe any strong radial trend within groups in the mix of
red and blue galaxies (except possibly for poorer groups of our
sample, where the Fblue value in the outermost region increases)
while we observe a clear difference with respect to Fblue for field
galaxies.

For galaxies in the lower mass range 9.8 ≤ log(Mgal/M� <
10.56), we observe a significant radial dependence of the mix of
red and blue galaxies in poorer groups: red galaxies are preferen-
tially found in the group center. In contrast the trend disappears
for the richer group, suggesting that galaxies situated in richer
groups (i.e., presumably located in more massive dark matter ha-
los) reach a redder color at earlier redshifts for each fixed galaxy
stellar mass.

This picture reflects what is found in the local Universe: most
massive galaxies do not show a significant color radial trend
within groups, while less massive galaxies are responsible for
the progressive blueing of the group member galaxies at inter-
mediate and long group-centric distances. Furthermore, these
trends are stronger in poorer environments (see e.g., Bamford
et al. 2009).

Opposite to this differentiation in terms of a color segrega-
tion is the result shown in Fig. 11, implying that a significant
mass segregation is already set up in rich groups, whereas poor
groups display a constant mix of galaxy stellar masses irrespec-
tive of the radial distance from group center.

Do these differences provide the means to better understand
how the group environment influences the migration of galaxies

from the blue cloud to the red sequence, and to derive estimates
for the timescales involved in this process?

In other words, does the observed difference in the radial
color segregation between richer and poorer groups imply the
presence of a different efficiency in the two environments of
the mechanisms that cause the transition of a galaxy from the
blue cloud to the red sequence? Or could this difference just be
caused by a different time-scale for the evolution of structures
of different mass (different overdensity), such that richer groups
formed earlier than poorer ones, so that within them there simply
has been more time for environmental effects to act upon group
member galaxies?

The observed difference in mass segregation trends provides
an important element for us to try and answer this question. It
is well known that mass segregation occurs when the exchange
of energy among group member galaxies has led most mas-
sive galaxies to set in the core of the group while the lighter
galaxies, moving at higher velocities, preferentially reside in the
outer regions. The setting/absence of mass segregation in a group
therefore is a rough indication of the time lapse since group for-
mation, and because we do not dectect any significant mass seg-
regation in poor groups, these systems are probably formed later
than the richer ones.

This in turn may suggest that the absence of a color radial
gradient in richer groups at all masses we explored it is the result
of the longer time-scale of these systems, that is, of the longer
time available for the group environment to influence its member
galaxies.

In contrast poorer groups have not yet been able to set mass
segregation, because they are possibly still in the process of
forming and accreting field galaxies. Their radial distribution in
galaxy stellar masses does therefore not show any strong seg-
regation yet. The radial color trends we observe are somewhat
reminescent of the still recent accretion history of these groups
and suggest that peripheral galaxies have been accreted more re-
cently than those located near the group center.

Interestingly, however, even the galaxies located at the out-
skirts show redder colors than field galaxies of similar masses.
In addition, the simple exercise we performed in Sect. 6.3 shows
that there is no continuous trend in color segregation moving
from the outskirts of groups toward the nearest field: the physical
scale on which the environment plays its role coincides with the
group physical scales, and the processes that affect galaxy colors
starts to operate as soon as galaxies enter the group environment.
This result confirms that group environment influences galaxy
colors on short time-scales, in agreement with what is suggested
by the strong bimodality in color distribution itself: any quench-
ing process that would last more than 1.5–2 Gyr would erase the
observed bimodality of galaxy colors by overpopulating green
valley (Balogh et al. 2009; McCarthy et al. 2008; Font et al.
2008).

Our analysis therefore implies that galaxy color transfor-
mation and mass segregation originate from different physical
processes, whose time-scales, of a few Gyr, are only slightly dif-
ferent, so that whenever mass segregation is observed, color seg-
regation has already been wiped out and viceversa. Furthermore,
it suggests that up to a fixed galaxy stellar mass limit, galax-
ies have already been residing for a longer time within richer
groups compared to poorer groups, while for each considered
group richness the galaxies of lower masses are presumably
those that have entered the group environment more recently
(see Fig. 9). The physical processes causing the color trends
observed in our data could be both starvation and/or galaxy-
galaxy collisions/interactions, because both operate on a similar
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time-scale. Starvation operates exclusively on the hot-gas reser-
voir, i.e., there are no indications that it results in structural trans-
formation (Weinmann et al. 2009).

On the other hand, galaxy-galaxy interactions can change
morphology, boost specific SFR (sSFR) and quench galaxies,
and galaxy-pair fractions are highly environmentally dependent,
because denser environments show more pairs (Kampczyk et al.
2011). An analysis including galaxy morphologies and spectral
features could help to understand which the most likely pro-
cess between the two is, because galaxy-galaxy collisions cause
morphological transformations while starvation produces the so
called “strangled” red-spiral population, and we plan to present
it in a forthcoming paper.

Our high-z results satisfactorily fit within the above picture
presented for low-z groups. McGee et al. (2009) show that at
a fixed mass of group/cluster considered, the accretion history
of member galaxies is remarkably similar and independent of
redshift.

Given that theMfudge distributions of rich low-z groups and
high-z groups do not differ significantly, we would expect a sim-
ilar behavior in terms of both color- and mass-segregation.

A KS test shows that the stellar mass distribution of galaxies
more massive than log(Mgal/M�) > 10.56 does not differ signif-
icantly for low-z rich groups and high-z groups and in both cases
they do not show any color radial trend. Finally, both rich low-
z groups and high-z groups show evidence of mass segregation,
confirming that the high-z groups we observed in zCOSMOS do
not deviate from the simple picture we proposed.

8. Conclusions

Taking advantage of the new 20K zCOSMOS spectroscopic
data, its excellent group catalog and the wide photometric cov-
erage of the COSMOS survey, we built two composite groups at
intermediate (0.2 ≤ z ≤ 0.45) and high (0.45 < z ≤ 0.8) red-
shifts. We studied in detail how galaxy stellar masses and colors
vary as a function of the distance from the group center. The
analysis was performed using mass-complete samples to sepa-
rate the obvious galaxy stellar mass/color dependencies.

Our main results are:

(i) In the lowest redshift bin explored, the blue fraction of most
massive galaxies, i.e., log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 10.56, does not dis-
play strong group-centric dependence, despite displaying a
clear lower blue fraction in groups than in the field. This
result holds irrespective of group richness, except possibly
for poorer groups of our sample, where it is driven exclu-
sively by the Fblue value in the outermost region, however.
In contrast, there is a radial dependence in the changing
mix of red and blue galaxies for galaxies of lower masses,
i.e., 9.8 ≤ log(Mgal/M�) < 10.56, with red galaxies be-
ing found preferentially in the group center. This trend is
stronger for poorer groups, while it disappears for richer
groups.

(ii) In the highest redshift bin, where only higher galaxy stel-
lar masses and richer groups are available within the zCOS-
MOS survey, the blue fraction of observed galaxies at
log(Mgal/M�) ≥ 10.56 does not display strong group-
centric dependence, although it displays a lower blue frac-
tion in groups than in the field.

(iii) The global Fblue for group galaxies shows a clear dependence
on group richness: rich group galaxies are redder than poor
group galaxies on average.

(iv) Mass segregation shows the opposite behavior with respect
to galaxy color trends: it is visible only in rich groups, while
poorer groups have a constant mix of galaxy stellar masses
as a function of group-centric distances. Therefore the ob-
served color trends cannot be simply explained as caused by
different stellar mass distributions in different group regions.

(v) The physical length-scale on which the environment plays
its role coincides with the group physical scales.

The parallel absence(presence) of color segregation in rich(poor)
groups indicates that nurture effects are still in action in poorer
structures, whereas richer systems have already exhausted their
effects, so that all galaxies are uniformly red irrespective of their
position within the group (at least down to the galaxy stellar
masses we explored). The corresponding presence(absence) in
rich(poor) groups of mass segregation suggests that richer sys-
tems have been in place for long enough so that more massive
galaxies have sunk to the group center, something that has yet to
happen for the poorer groups, which still keep a memory of their
more recent growth history.

Both observations suggest a simple scenario where color-
and mass-segregation originates from different physical pro-
cesses with similar time-scales, so that whenever mass segre-
gation is observed, color segregation has been already wiped out
and viceversa.

Lower mass galaxies in poorer groups are the witnesses of
environmental effects in action superimposed to secular galaxy
evolution: these galaxies still display gradually bluer colors
moving from group center to more external regions as a con-
sequence of the still recent accretion history of these groups.
Starvation and galaxy-galaxy interactions could both be the rea-
son for a mechanism that quenches star formation in groups at a
faster rate than in the field.

Future work will include a detailed analysis of galaxy mor-
phologies and composite spectra to investigate the scenario we
presented in this paper in greater detail.
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Appendix A: The algorithm to add photo-zs

In this appendix we present the details of the algorithm we
adopted to add photometric candidate group members to the
spectroscopic ones, thus recovering group members that were
not observed spectroscopically because of the incomplete sam-
pling of 20K.

Given a group with N observed spectroscopic members, we
define its center on the sky: RAgr and Decgr center and its red-
shift position, zgroup, using the mean of the coordinates of its
member galaxies (as in Knobel et al., in prep.).

We then define Rgr as the minimum radius of the circle cen-
tered on (RAgr, Decgr) containing all spectroscopic confirmed
members.

For each galaxy with apparent magnitude IAB ≤ 22.5 and
photometric redshift zgal we define

– Rgal, the projected radial distance of the galaxy to the center
of the group on the sky;

– x = Rgal/Rgr, the projected radial distance normalized to
group size;

– Δz = |zgal − zgroup|, the distance in redshift space to the posi-
tion in redshift of the group;
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– y = Δz/σzphot(IAB), the distance in redshift space normalized
to σzphot(IAB), the photometric redshift accuracy computed at
the galaxy magnitude IAB.

To accept/reject a photo-z galaxy as group member we tested dif-
ferent selection functions F(x, y), depending on the galaxy nor-
malized radial and redshift distances from group center and all
satisfying the simple empirical criterion that the accepted nor-
malized distance in redshift space for a galaxy to be accepted as
group member decreases at larger normalized radial distances.

Since one of our main goals is to recover the real richness of
the groups, we excluded selection functions that were too con-
servative or too sharp in their radial dependence, producing a
negligible increase of interlopers to the group at the expense of
a small gain in terms of recovered real members.

After many trials we adopted a simple linear profile to asso-
ciate acceptable normalized distances in redshift space to radial
distances from group center on the sky. The formula we chose is
y = 2−x, and x = 1 is the maximum distance to which the search
was extended. This way the selection function linearly decreases
the acceptable distance in redshift space as we go away from the
center up to Rgr.

For each group, we applied this selection function to all
galaxies with photometric redshifts and IAB ≤ 22.5 located
within a cylinder of ±2 × σzphot depth and within a region of
inner radius Ri and an outer radius Ri + 0.2 × Rgr, increasing Ri
iteratively in steps of 0.2 × Rgr from zero to Rgr − 0.2 × Rgr.

We note that the 95% of the missing real members are always
confined within ±2×σzphot(IAB), while the interlopers are spread
over the entire range ±4 × σzphot(IAB). This is the reason why
we constrained the maximum redshift depth to ±2 × σzphot(IAB).
Furthermore, in the inner regions the number of real missing
members is always higher than that of interlopers, while the ratio
is reversed as we go far away from the center.

At the end of each run of the algorithm a new catalog of
20K+photo-z member galaxies is produced. If there was any
multiple assignment for a single photo-z we used a check func-
tion, Fcheck, to univocally assign it to a group. The check function
uses both the phot-z information and the more reliable spatial in-
formation. It is defined as Fcheck(x, y) = x2×y, so that the photo-z
is assigned to the group with the minimum Fcheck(x, y). Tests on
simulations show that this check function is able to recover the
real membership for 74% of photo-z with multiple assignments
to different groups.

Once the new catalog of group member galaxies is created,
we determine the new RAgr and Decgr centers, this time defined
using Eq. (2), while leaving zgroup unchanged, and the new Rgr
for each group using both spectroscopic and newly added pho-
tometric members.

The whole algorithm then runs iteratively: the jth iteration
uses the center and radius of the ( j − 1)th iteration to search for
photo-z member galaxies. We define the center-shift as the dis-
tance between the jth center and the ( j − 1)th one. After two
iterations the center shift is less than 5% of R j−1

gr for 90% of
the groups, meaning that the centering for these groups has con-
verged. The third iteration is enough for the centering to con-
verge also for the remaining 10% of the groups.

Once applied to our data, our algorithm adds a total of 684
member galaxies with photometric redshifts to the already exist-
ing 1437 spectroscopic groups member galaxies.

Reassuringly, the ratio of the number of spectroscopic red-
shift members to the total number of members, i.e., includ-
ing member galaxies with photometric redshift only, agrees
well with the value ∼62% of the median sampling rate within

the central area, once we take into account our completeness
of ∼90%, as tested from simulations (see Sect. 3).

If we had used the complete group catalog (spec+phot-z) as
provided in Knobel et al. (in prep.), adding as photometric red-
shift members to each group only the galaxies with an associa-
tion probability ≥0.5 (to easily reject multiple associations and
select only the most reliable phot-z members), we would have
obtained a set of phot-z member galaxies overlapping by ∼70%
with our photometric member galaxies. These common galaxies
are assigned to the same group in ∼95% of the cases, while the
group centers and richnesses are not noticebly modified, differ-
ences in centering being in agreement with our typical centering
error (see Sect. 4.1).
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